
Former Search Committee meets with Current Search Committee: 11-30-20  

Present: Cyndi Bernhard-Sanger, John Wilson, Ben Bollinger, Jan Gaboriault, Carol 

Westhaver, Denise Aldridge, Mike McKay, Mark Young, Joan Campbell along 

with former SC members- Eric Schultz, Pembroke Kyle, Bill Shannon and Pam 

Messenger 

1. Former SC-  

Eric shared thoughts on areas of focus in search. 

1. Sacred/liturgical leadership along with secular leadership- felt the SC should have spent 

more time and focus looking into the latter from previous experience. Look really hard 

at the GENERAL management skills/ leadership of the candidates. 

2. Do a real honest to goodness reference check BEYOND what the candidate may have 

listed. Do a deeper dive as candidates will list those who have a favorable referral. 

3. They will know what we are looking for/ are good with words so try to conduct 

behavioral interview with questions like “tell me about a time” so it isn’t a scripted 

answer already prepared. 

Eric added the SC created A/B/C grouping of candidates. Missed a window on a top candidate as 

took too long- recommended not delaying as these people are looking for a job just like in the 

secular world. Pembroke added one search committee member went to VA to see the top 

candidate in person at his church and came back to the rest of the committee singing the 

praises so perhaps the SC didn’t practice the due diligence they could have. John inquired how 

many candidates for the A/B/C and Eric estimated 25. 

Bill S. was senior warden at the time of the last search. When talked with candidate after hiring 

and having issues and concerns with overall management, Rector said was “a preacher”. Wasn’t 

organized or willing to listen to constructive criticism from the members and Vestry – Bill 

recommends asking questions that will show an ability to listen/ show an ability to work 

together and learn. Try to see how the candidates work through decision making (do they make 

decisions without consultation?) Current SC wants to make sure if candidate doesn’t have 

management experience (Episcopalian system doesn’t lend for management training a short 

fall) that they are willing to learn, be mentored. Bill recommends focusing on the income 

criteria of the candidate vs what Trinity can offer to make sure that financially the cand idate can 

continue to live as they are accustomed to avoid coming back in a year looking for increase that 

can’t be afforded.  

Pam shared she went into the process looking for someone young, active, and enthusiastic as 

Trinity had a large vibrant congregation at the time (2002) and was looking for someone who 

could manage that and grow into the position if lack of experience. Recommends looking at 



Trinity now and the difference in the church now and what is truly needed. Everyone needs to 

start somewhere but also has to be willing to listen and learn where needed.  

Eric then shared mechanics of the process- every person who applied got a letter of thanks. 

Everyone was asked to submit 3 sermons and at least 1 needed to be recorded. Recommends 

going and seeing a person in action if able. Looking for someone who gave and received a warm 

welcome, lit up the room. The SC was going to be unanimous in decision, they had the same list 

of questions for each candidate and then could go off from there.  

Pembroke inquired if we could go to the Diocese and ask if they could recommend someone 

based on our surveys. 

 

3. SC discussion- 

How do we learn what someone’s administrative capabilities are? Ben suggested need someone 

who is willing to keep up the pace which we should delve into early on in the interviews. What 

does it mean “someone who can grow a parish?” What are we looking for in that definition? Do 

we have a growth committee? 

Joan feels that if you come to Trinity, it should come back to you -referenced a Woody visit to 

her husband that he still talks about affectionately.  

 

Discussion Led by John Wilson, Minutes by Cyndi Bernhard-Sanger 

 


